A method for establishing an identity management trust, and an Identification Provider (IDP) and a Service Provider (SP) are provided in the present disclosure. The method comprises: after receiving an access from a user, an SP determines whether an IDP to which the user attaches is located in a trust domain of the SP (S102); if the IDP to which the user attaches is not located in the trust domain of the SP, the SP inquires of an IDP in a local trust domain about the IDP to which the user attaches (S104); if the SP receives information of the IDP to which the user attaches, wherein the information is returned by an IDP in the local trust domain, the SP adds the IDP to which the user attaches to a temporary trust list to establish a trust for the IDP to which the user attaches (S106). The present disclosure can establish a trust relationship between an SP and any IDP in case of adding or not adding extra devices, ensuring the user to obtain desired services after logging on for one time.
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METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING IDENTITY MANAGEMENT TRUST, IDENTIFICATION PROVIDER AND SERVICE PROVIDER

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to the field of communications, in particular, to a method for establishing an Identity Management (IDM) trust, an Identification Provider (IDP) and a Service Provider (SP).

BACKGROUND

Concerning to a support from an SP for a limited IDP, if an IDP used by a user, i.e., an IDP to which the user attaches (such as IDP A), is not in the coverage which is supported by the current SP (such as SP1), the user authentication can not be completed; the authentication of the user can be completed only when the user is registered by using the IDPs (such as IDP B, C and D) which are supported by the SP; or when the user accesses an SP (such as SP2) which supports the IDP used by the user and provides similar services. This is inconsistent with the object of the IDM. However, it seems that it is impossible to unify the IDPs because of the respective benefit of the IDPs which are used currently.

IDM refers to administrating a life cycle (usage process) of a user identification and a relationship between the user identity and network application services, based on the network and related support technologies. For example, the IDM performs authentication or authorization for a user who accesses applications and resources, and the like. Currently, IDM systems are still located in a vertical structure and independent of each other, and most of these IDM systems are established for particular application services, wherein interconnection and intercommunication cannot be achieved between various IDM systems, and the sharing of user information (such as user’s trust information, and authentication trust) cannot be achieved between various IDM systems.

Interoperation refers to the capability of performing mutual cooperation between various independent IDM systems and performing operations such as exchange and communication of valid information (such as user’s trust information) and the like. The interoperation is established generally on the basis of mutual trust between IDM systems. The trust relationship establishment relationship between the current IDM systems is generally a one to one trust establishment, the trust relationship is generally static, and generally the IDM systems who have a trust relationship with each other is only within one trust domain (or in one union). The trust relationship establishment of cross trust domains (unions) and the trust relationship establishment based on trust chains (trust paths) can make the trust relationship of the current IDM systems expand to a larger scope, so that the trust relationship establishment is more dynamic, flexible and convenient.

Currently, an SP authentication mode which is primarily studied on are the mode based on invariable IDP, wherein if an IDP used by a user is not in the trust coverage of the SP, the user sometimes needs to log on different IDPs many times to obtain the service of a certain SP, the main purpose of the present disclosure is to provide a method for establishing an IDM trust to solve the aforementioned problem.

In order to achieve the aforementioned purpose, a method for establishing an IDM trust is provided according to one aspect of the present disclosure.

The method for establishing an IDM trust according to the present disclosure comprises: after receiving an access from a user by an SP, determining by the SP whether an IDP to which the user attaches is located in a trust domain of the SP;

if the IDP to which the user attaches is not located in the trust domain of the SP, inquiring of IDPs in a local trust domain about the IDP to which the user attaches by the SP; and

if the SP receives information of the IDP to which the user attaches, wherein the information is returned by an IDP in the local trust domain, adding the IDP to which the user attaches to a temporary trust list to establish a trust for the IDP to which the user attaches.

Preferably, the method may further comprise: after determining whether the IDP to which the user attaches is located in the trust domain of the SP,

if the IDP to which the user attaches and the SP are located in a same trust domain, using by the SP a trust relationship related to the IDP to which the user attaches directly.

Preferably, the method may further comprise: after inquiring of the IDPs in the local trust domain about the IDP to which the user attaches by the SP,

if information which is returned from an IDP located in the local trust domain is not received, determining whether all the inquired IDPs only belong to one trust domain;

if there is an IDP that belongs to two or more trust domains among the inquired IDPs, determining whether the IDP is located in a same trust domain with the IDP to which the user attaches; and

if the IDP and the IDP to which the user attaches are located in the same trust domain, establishing the trust for the IDP to which the user attaches.

Preferably, the method may further comprise: if information which is returned from an IDP located in the local trust domain is not received,

if the IDPs are located in and only belong to one trust domain, stopping establishing the inquiry about the IDP to which the user attaches.

Preferably, the method may further comprise: if information which is returned from an IDP located in the local trust domain is not received,

if there is an IDP that belongs to two or more trust domains among the inquired IDPs, continuing to send an inquiring request to the IDP which belongs to other trust domains.

Preferably, when the IDPs receive the inquiry, if a hop count of a multicast inquiry exceeds a set number, the trust may be stopped establishing.

In order to achieve the aforementioned purpose, an IDP and an SP are provided according to another aspect of the present disclosure.

The SP comprises: a receiving module, arranged to receive an access from a user; a determining module, arranged to determine whether an IDP to which the user attaches is located in a trust domain of the SP; a multicast module, arranged to inquire of IDPs in a local trust domain about the IDP to which the user attaches in a multicast mode, and search for and establish a trust path from the SP to the IDP to which the user attaches.

SUMMARY

Aim to the problem that: concerning to the SP authentication mode, wherein if an IDP used by a user is not in the trust coverage of the SP, the user sometimes needs to log on dif-
Preferably, the multicast module may further comprise: a multicast determining module, arranged to determine whether a count of the multicast exceeds a set number. The IDP comprises: a multicast module, arranged to search for a path from an IDP to an SP to which a user attaches.

In accordance to the present disclosure, the following method is adopted: after receiving an access from a user by an SP, determining by the SP whether an IDP to which the user attaches is located in a trust domain of the SP; if the IDP to which the user attaches is not located in the trust domain of the SP, inquiring of IDPs in a local trust domain about the IDP to which the user attaches by the SP; and if the SP receives information of the IDP to which the user attaches, wherein the information is returned by an IDP in the local trust domain, adding the IDP to which the user attaches to a temporary trust list to establish a trust for the IDP to which the user attaches. The following problem is solved: concerning the SP authentication mode, wherein if an IDP used by a user is not in the trust coverage of the SP, the user cannot obtain desired services, which makes the user sometimes need to log on different IDPs many times to obtain the services of a certain SP. Furthermore, the present disclosure can establish a trust relationship between an SP and any IDP in case of adding or not adding extra devices, ensuring the user to obtain desired services after logging on for one time.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The drawings illustrated herein are used to provide further understanding of the present disclosure, and constitute a part of the present application. The exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure and the description thereof are used to explain the present disclosure, rather than constituting an inappropriate limitation on the present disclosure, wherein FIG. 1 is a flow diagram of a method for establishing an IDM trust according to an embodiment of present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram based on an IDP multicast mode according to an embodiment of present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram of a first case based on an IDP multicast mode without RS according to an embodiment of present disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of a second case based on an IDP multicast mode without RS according to an embodiment of present disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of a third case based on an IDP multicast mode without RS according to an embodiment of present disclosure;

FIG. 6 is an architecture diagram of a Registration Server (RS) according to an embodiment of present disclosure;

FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of searching for an IDP based on an RS according to an embodiment of present disclosure;

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of a first case of a method for searching for an IDP based on RS with RS according to an embodiment of present disclosure;

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of a second case of a method for searching for an IDP based on RS with RS according to an embodiment of present disclosure;

FIG. 10 is a flow diagram of a third case of a method for searching for an IDP based on RS with RS according to an embodiment of present disclosure;

FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of a service provider according to an embodiment of present disclosure; and

FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of an identification provider according to an embodiment of present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

It should be noted that, in the case where there is no conflict, the embodiments in the present application and features in these embodiments can be combined with each other. The present disclosure is described in detail referring to the attached drawings in combination with the embodiments hereinafter.

Method Embodiment

According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a method for establishing an IDM trust is provided.

As shown in FIG. 1, the method comprises the following step 102 to step 106:

Step S102: after receiving an access from a user, an SP determines whether an IDP to which the user attaches (i.e., an IDP used by the user) is located in a trust domain of the SP;

Step S104: if the IDP to which the user attaches is not located in the trust domain of the SP, the SP inquires of an IDP in a local trust domain about the IDP to which the user attaches;

Step S106: if the SP receives information of the IDP (IDP A) to which the user attaches, wherein the information is returned by an IDP in the local trust domain, the SP adds the IDP to which the user attaches to a temporary trust list to establish a trust for the IDP to which the user attaches.

The trust domain means that if there has already been a trust relationship between the IDP and SP, the SP trusts the identity authentication information from the IDP, and performs authentication.

The implementation process of the embodiment of the present disclosure is described in detail in combination with the examples hereinafter.

FIG. 2 is a structural diagram based on a multicast mode of an SP and a multicast mode of an IDP, which shows the process of IDP detection and trust establishment under the user's request. When IDP A used by the user is in the trust domain of the SP, the identity authentication is performed, in which the SP requires the user to perform identity authentication, the user requires IDP A to perform identity authentication, IDP A transmits authorization information to the SP, the SP performs authentication on the authorization information and determines whether to provide services for the user. If IDP A used by the user is not in the trust domain of SP, the SP inquires of IDPs in the trust domain of a multicast mode. If the trust information of IDP A is obtained, the trust information is returned to the SP, and identity authentication is performed; otherwise, an IDP which receives the inquiry and is located in a plurality of trust domains continues to inquire of IDP's in the adjacent domains in a multicast mode, until the hop count of the multicast achieves the limitation, or until there is no domain for multicast, or until IDP A is detected. If IDP A is detected, the trust information backtracks. SP performs OR processing on all returned possible information, and then the process of identity authentication is entered. Under this architecture, if the IDP originally is not in the trust domain of the SP, the trust relationship established between the SP and the IDP by this method is temporary, and when the service is completed, the trust relationship is released. The basis of establishing this temporary trust relationship is that, the process of establishing trust is based on transference of IDP based trust. Without RS, the trust relationship between various trusted objects is established on the basis of trust protocol which is signed by each trusted object and the trust relationship is irreversible, which means that such trust relationship is reliable and transmissible, and various IDP nodes in the trust transmission can form an IDP trust path. By making an IDP trust path as a medium, the trust of the SP in the IDP used by the user is established. Under the authorization of the user, the trust of the IDP in the SP is established, during this process, the intermediate IDP becomes a trust medium.
FIGS. 3-5 show three cases of IDP detection and trust establishment based on the multicast mode of both the SP and the IDP, and each case can be divided into two processes, i.e., detection process and trust establishment process, as described in detail hereafter.

FIG. 3 shows the case where IDP A is located in the trust domain of an SP; the case primarily comprises the following steps:

The detection process comprises:
Step 101: the user requests the SP to provide services. As IDP A used by the user is located in the trust domain of the SP; IDP A is detected without performing multicast.

Trust establishment process comprises:
Step 102: the SP requests the user to perform identity authentication;
Step 103: the user requires IDP A to perform identity authentication;
Step 104: IDP A provides the user’s authorization information to the SP;
Step 105: the SP performs authorization and authentication on the user according to the authorization information. If the authorization information cannot be accepted, the trust establishment fails, and the SP denies providing services. If the authorization information is accepted, a bi-directional trust relationship is established (but this trust relationship is not an intermediate trust relationship).

FIG. 4 shows the case where IDP A and an SP are located in different trust domains but both of the trust domains in which IDP A and the SP are located have a common IDP, the case primarily comprises the following steps:

The detection process comprises:
Step 111: the user requests the SP to provide services;
Steps 112-114: as IDP A used by the user is not located in the trust domain of the SP, the SP inquires of all IDPs in the trust domain to which the SP attaches about IDP A in a multicast mode according to a trust list. Steps 112-114 are one unit of the multicast;
Step 115: as IDP D attaches to trust domain 1 and trust domain 2 (the trust domain to which IDP A used by the user attaches), the trust list of IDP D has both the objects (including IDP A) of trust domain 1 and the objects of trust domain 2. Thus, IDP A is detected and the trust information of IDP A is returned.

Trust establishment process comprises:
Step 116: IDP A is added to a temporary trust list according to the trust information of IDP A returned in Step 115;
Step 117: the SP requests the user to perform identity authentication;
Step 118: the user requires IDP A to perform identity authentication;
Step 119: IDP A provides the user’s identity authorization information to the SP;
Step 120: the SP performs authorization and authentication on the user according to the identity authorization information. If the identity authorization information cannot be accepted, the trust establishment fails, and the SP denies providing services. If the authorization information is accepted, a bi-directional trust relationship which takes the IDP as a medium is established.

FIG. 5 shows the case where IDP A and the SP are not in a same trust domain and both of the trust domains in which IDP A and the SP are located do not have a common IDP, but there is an IDP trust path from the SP to IDP A, the case primarily comprises the following steps:

The detection process comprises:
Step 131: the user requests the SP to provide services;
Steps 132-133: as IDP A used by the user is not located in the trust domain of the SP, the SP inquires of all IDPs in the trust domain to which the SP attaches about IDP A in a multicast mode according to a trust list. Steps 122-123 are one unit of the multicast;
Steps 134-135: as IDP C attaches to trust domain 1 and trust domain 2 and IDP A is not in the trust domain 2, IDP C performs multicast on the IDPs in the trust domains except trust domain 1 which inquires about IDP A, i.e., performing multicast on IDP D and IDP F;
Step 136: as IDP F attaches to trust domain 2 and trust domain 3 (the trust domain to which IDP A attaches), the IDP F has the trust information of IDP A. Thus, the detection process ends, and the trust information of IDP A is returned to the SP.

Trust establishment process comprises:
Step 138: the SP adds IDP A to a temporary trust list according to the trust information of IDP A returned in Step 137;
Step 139: the SP requests the user to perform identity authentication;
Step 140: the user requires IDP A to perform identity authentication;
Step 141: IDP A provides the user’s identity authorization information to the SP;
Step 142: the SP performs authorization and authentication on the user according to the identity authorization information. If the identity authorization information cannot be accepted, the trust establishment fails, and the SP denies providing services. If the authorization information is accepted, a bi-directional trust relationship which takes the IDP as a medium is established.

The aforementioned preferable embodiments establish to the utmost extent the trust relationship between the SP and the IDP to which the user attaches (i.e., the IDP used by the user) in case of not adding any extra device, thus enabling a user to obtain desired services after logging on for one time.

FIG. 6 is an architecture diagram of an RS. Without RS, there may be cases where there is no trust transmission path from an SP to an IDP used by the user in the SP and IDP based multicast, in such cases services cannot be provided. Therefore, such problem can be solved by adding RS devices, so as to completely enable a user to obtain desired services after logging on for one time. An RS layer is above an IDP layer, the RS layer is maintained by an operating and verification institution of the SP and the IDP. If an IDP is to be established, the RS has to register in its local registration institution first, and the registration institution adds information such as the registration, trust, address of the corresponding IDP and the RS to which the IDP attaches to the RS. For these functions, a request accepting module for processing the request from the SP or from the RS needs to be set in the RS, and a request verifying module for examining the requests also needs to be set in the RS. When the verification is passed, an object registration information list module for administrating the registration information list is needed. When the IDP is not detected in the local registration information list, an RS inquiry module for performing multicasting an RS group is needed.

FIG. 7 is an architecture diagram of a scheme for searching for an IDP based on an RS, which shows a structure for performing user detection and trust establishment with the existence of RS devices. When the user requests SP services, if IDP A used by the user is located in the trust domain of the
The detection process comprises:
Step 211: the user requests the SP to provide services;
Step 212: as IDP A is not in a trust list of the SP, the SP sends an inquiry to an RS (RS1) in area 1 about IDP A;
Step 213: as IDP A is in a trust list of the SP, the SP returns the trust information of IDP A to the SP. Thus, the detection process ends.

Trust establishment process comprises:
Step 214: the SP adds the IDP A to the trust list;
Step 215: the SP establishes a trust in IDP A, and sends an identity authentication request to the user;
Step 216: the user requires the IDP A to perform identity authentication;
Step 217: the IDP A sends user’s authentication information to the SP;
Step 218: the SP performs authentication on the user’s authentication information. If the information can not be accepted, the trust establishment fails, and the SP denies providing services. If the information is accepted, the mutual trust relationship is established.

FIG. 10 shows the case where an SP and IDP A used by the user are not in the same trust domain in the presence of an RS architecture and the SP and IDP A do not belong to the same area, the case primarily comprises the following steps.

The detection process comprises:
Step 221: the user requests the SP to provide services;
Step 222: as IDP A is not in a trust list of the SP, the SP sends an inquiry to an RS (RS1) in area 1 about IDP A;
Steps 223-224: as IDP A is not in area 1, RS1 sends the inquiry to all RSs about IDP A. Steps 223-224 are a broadcast process;
Step 225: as IDP A is not in area 3, RS3 returns NULL which represents that nothing is detected;
Step 226: as IDP A is in area 2, RS2 returns the trust information of IDP A to RS1;
Step 227: after the OR operation, RS1 returns the trust information of IDP A to the SP, thus the detection process ends.

Trust establishment process comprises:
Step 228: the SP adds IDP A to the trust list;
Step 229: after the trust in IDP A is established by the SP, the SP sends an identity authentication request to the user;
Step 230: the user requires IDP A to perform identity authentication;
Step 231: the IDP A sends the user’s authorization information to the SP;
Step 232: the SP performs authentication on the user’s authorization information. If the information can not be accepted, the trust establishment fails, and the SP denies providing services. If the information is accepted, the mutual trust relationship is established.

The aforementioned embodiments establish a trust relationship between an SP and any IDP in case of adding extra devices, ensuring the user to obtain desired services after logging on for one time.

The aforementioned area refers to an area combined by all the SPs and IDPs administered by the RSs (registration server) in the registered place where the SP or the IDP is located when the SP or the IDP applies for registration. In addition, the IDP and the SP may be in different area, but the IDP is in the trust domain of the SP.

Apparatus Embodiment
According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, an identification provider and a service provider are provided.

FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of the service provider according to an embodiment of present disclosure.
As shown in FIG. 11, the service provider 110 comprises: a receiving module 112, a determining module 114, an inquiring module 116 and a multicast module 118.

The receiving module 112 is arranged to receive an access from a user; the determining module 114 is arranged to determine whether an IDP to which the user attaches is located in a trust domain of the SP; the inquiring module 116 is arranged to inquire of IDPs in a local trust domain about the IDP to which the user attaches in a multicast mode; the multicast module 118 is arranged to search for and establish a trust path from the SP to the identification provider (IDP.A) to which the user attaches.

Preferably, the service provider 110 further comprises: a multicast determining module 119, which is arranged to determine whether a count of the multicast exceeds a set number.

FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of the identification provider according to an embodiment of present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 12, the identification provider 120 comprises a multicast module 122.

In particular, the multicast module 122 is arranged to search for a path from an IDP to an identification provider (IDP.A) to which a user attaches.

It can be seen from the aforementioned description that the present disclosure establishes a trust relationship from an SP to any IDP in case of adding or not adding extra devices, ensuring the user to obtain desired services after logging in for one time.

The description aforementioned is only preferred embodiments of the present disclosure and is not intended to limit the present disclosure. For those skilled in the art, various alterations and changes can be applied to the present disclosure. Any modification, equivalent replacement and improvement etc. within the principle of the present disclosure should be defined in the protection scope of the present disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for establishing an Identity Management (IDM) trust comprising: receiving, by a Service Provider (SP), a service request from a user;

determining, by the SP, whether an Identification Provider (IDP) to which the user attaches is located in a trust domain of the SP wherein the trust domain of the SP is called as a first trust domain;

in the case that the IDP to which the user attaches is not located in the first trust domain, by the SP, inquiring of IDPs which are in the first trust domain about the IDP to which the user attaches;

determining a first IDP of the IDPs is not only in the first trust domain, but also in a second trust domain where the IDP to which the user attaches is located, so as to determine that the first IDP has information of the IDP to which the user attaches;

sending, by the first IDP, the information of the IDP to which the user attaches to the SP;

adding, by the SP, the IDP to which the user attaches to a temporary trust list to establish a trust for the IDP to which the user attaches, so that the SP, the user, and the IDP to which the user attaches can communicate directly without via any intermediate IDPs;

sending, by the SP, an identity authentication request to the user;

requesting, by the user, the IDP to which the user attaches to perform identity authentication on the user;

sending, by the IDP to which the user attaches, the user identity authentication information to the SP; and

performing, by the SP, authorization on the user according to the user’s identity authentication information, so as to determine whether to provide a service to the user.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: after determining whether the IDP to which the user attaches is located in the first domain, if the IDP to which the user attaches and the SP are located in the same trust domain, using by the SP a trust relationship related to the IDP to which the user attaches directly.

3. A method for establishing an Identity Management (IDM) trust comprising: receiving, by a Service Provider (SP), a service request from a user;

determining, by the SP, whether an Identification Provider (IDP) to which the user attaches is located in a trust domain of the SP wherein the trust domain of the SP is called as a first trust domain;

in the case that the IDP to which the user attaches is not located in the first trust domain, by the SP, inquiring of IDPs which are in the first trust domain about the IDP to which the user attaches;

determining none of the IDPs which are in the trust domain is in a third trust domain where the IDP to which the user attaches is located;

determining that a first IDP of the IDPs in the first domain is also located in a second trust domain;

by the first IDP, inquiring of the IDPs which are in the second trust domain about the IDP to which the user attaches;

determining, whether a second IDP of the IDPs which are in the second trust domain is also in the third domain;

in the case the second IDP is not only in the second trust domain, but also in the third trust domain, determining that the second IDP has information of the IDP to which the user attaches;

sending, by the second IDP, the information of the IDP to which the user attaches to the first IDP;

forwarding, by the first IDP, the information of the IDP to which the user attaches to the SP;

adding, by the SP, the IDP to which the user attaches to a temporary trust list to establish a trust for the IDP to which the user attaches, so that the SP, the user, and the IDP to which the user attaches can communicate directly without via any intermediate IDPs;

sending, by the SP, an identity authentication request to the user;

requesting, by the user, the IDP to which the user attaches to perform identity authentication on the user;

sending, by the IDP to which the user attaches, the user’s identity authentication information to the SP; and

performing, by the SP, authorization on the user according to the user’s identity authentication information, so as to determine whether to provide a service to the user.

4. The method according to claim 3, further comprising: in the case the second IDP in the second trust domain is not in the third domain, but in a fourth domain, by the second IDP, inquiring of IDPs which are in the fourth trust domain about the IDP to which the user attaches, until determining a subsequent IDP is in the third domain, returning, by the subsequent IDP, the information of the IDP to which the user attaches to the SP through back-tracking.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein when the IDPs receive the inquiry, if a hop count of a multicast inquiry exceeds a set number stopping establishing the trust.
6. The method according to claim 2, wherein when the IDPs receive the inquiry, if a hop count of a multicast inquiry exceeds a set number stopping establishing the trust.

7. The method according to claim 3, wherein when the IDPs receive the inquiry, if a hop count of a multicast inquiry exceeds a set number stopping establishing the trust.

8. The method according to claim 4, wherein when the IDPs receive the inquiry, if a hop count of a multicast inquiry exceeds a set number stopping establishing the trust.